Abstract—In this paper, we present a high-performance circularly polarised (CP) stacked electromagnetically coupled patch antenna and its subarray at X-band. In addition to low boresight axial-ratios, the subarray has measured 10-dB impedance and 3-dB axial-ratio bandwidths of 25.6% and 23.5% respectively as compared to the measured 20.2% and 8.0% for a single element. The mutual coupling for this element is shown to be lower than other reported stacked patch antennas and obtained a gain (>10dBiC) bandwidth of 23.5%. The calculated antenna efficiency is 89% around centre frequency for the single element whereas the subarray has an overall efficiency of >71% (-1.5 dB) over 21% bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traditional single layer, singly-fed circularly polarised (SFCP) microstrip patch antennas have inherent limitations in gain, impedance and axial-ratio bandwidths. This is mainly owing to the resonant nature of the patch antennas—a high unloaded Q-factor and the frequency-dependent excitation of the two degenerative modes (TM_{01} and TM_{10}) when using a single feed. One way to increase the impedance bandwidth is by minimising the unloaded Q-factor with the use of an electrically thick substrate for the patch. However, the feed reactance and surface-wave power due to the thick substrate can become additional problems. As an alternative to increase the gain and bandwidth, the stacked patches and electromagnetically coupled patch (EMCP) configurations for linear polarisation (LP) were proposed [1]-[2]. The surface-wave problems can be overcome either by the use of Lo-Hi (substrate-superstrate) dielectric layer combination [3] or having an electrically large printed patch particularly for complex structures [4]. However, these methods can result in complicated antenna structures with limited bandwidth improvement. Owing to the larger patch, to build an array composed of such elements having a centre spacing of less than 0.7λ_{o} can be difficult. Waterhouse proposed a technique that uses stacked patches printed on Hi-Lo dielectric layers (two-layers) to obtain not only high surface-wave efficiency but also broad impedance bandwidth (ZBW) and axial-ratio bandwidth (AxBW) for the CP patch antennas [5]. The fundamental basis for the technique in [5] is that the patch antennas require loosely bound field for radiation into space, while circuitry and feed network require tightly bound fields to suppress undesired radiation and coupling. Therefore, the use of high dielectric constant for substrate and low dielectric constant for superstrate becomes a straightforward choice. Based on this and those available in [5], the authors have developed a design method to optimise the SFCP-EMCP antennas with sandwich Hi-Lo-Lo structure to have either a broad 3-dB axial-ratio bandwidth (A_{BW}) or a low boresight axial ratio [10]. A unique feature of the method shown in [10] is that the mean frequencies of the corresponding bandwidths can be tightly controlled to be close to the centre frequency, which helps to guarantee a broadband performance for the optimised antenna.

In this paper, we present a unique design of SFCP-EMCP antenna having a zero perturbation on the parasitic (top) patch and show its performance in a 2x2 array configuration at X-band. First, the single element is designed by using the design and tuning technique reported in [10]. Next using the well-known sequential feeding technique [6], a 4-element planar array is designed. We have obtained in addition to a low axial-ratio of about 0.3 dB around the centre frequency, a gain bandwidth (>10dBiC) in excess of 23.5%, a 10-dB impedance bandwidth (ZBW) of 25.6% and a 3-dB axial-ratio bandwidth (A_{BW}) of 23.5% for the proposed array. The overall efficiency for both the single element and the subarray have been calculated to be as high as 89% (-0.5dB) at 10GHz. The axial-ratios within the bandwidth are also verified by inspecting the cross-polar levels from the measured radiation patterns.

II. ANTENNA GEOMETRY AND DESIGN STRATEGY

The proposed element is a right-hand circularly polarised (RHCP) design with a desired centre frequency of 10 GHz. The laminate selected for the substrate here is Rogers® RO3006 (δ_{r}=6.15, tanδ=0.002) with a thickness of 0.64 mm (0.021λ_{o}) whereas the superstrate is RT/duriod 5880 (δ_{r}=2.2, tanδ=0.0009) with a thickness of 0.79 mm (0.026λ_{o}). The height of the second layer, d_{2}, is optimised to 3.3 mm (0.11λ_{o}) in order to yield a low axial-ratio. The shapes of the stacked patches with all the dimensions are shown in Fig. 1, where λ = λ_{o}^{A} λ_{o}^{H} the microstrip patch wavelength in substrate and superstrate becomes a straightforward choice. Based on this and those available in [5], the authors have developed a design method to optimise the SFCP-EMCP antennas with sandwich Hi-Lo-Lo structure to have either a broad 3-dB axial-ratio bandwidth (A_{BW}) or a low boresight axial ratio [10]. A unique feature of the method shown in [10] is that the mean frequencies of the corresponding bandwidths can be tightly controlled to be close to the centre frequency, which helps to guarantee a broadband performance for the optimised antenna.

In this paper, we present a unique design of SFCP-EMCP antenna having a zero perturbation on the parasitic (top) patch and show its performance in a 2x2 array configuration at X-band. First, the single element is designed by using the design and tuning technique reported in [10]. Next using the well-known sequential feeding technique [6], a 4-element planar array is designed. We have obtained in addition to a low axial-ratio of about 0.3 dB around the centre frequency, a gain bandwidth (>10dBiC) in excess of 23.5%, a 10-dB impedance bandwidth (ZBW) of 25.6% and a 3-dB axial-ratio bandwidth (A_{BW}) of 23.5% for the proposed array. The overall efficiency for both the single element and the subarray have been calculated to be as high as 89% (-0.5dB) at 10GHz. The axial-ratios within the bandwidth are also verified by inspecting the cross-polar levels from the measured radiation patterns.

The laminate selected for the substrate here is Rogers® RO3006 (δ_{r}=6.15, tanδ=0.002) with a thickness of 0.64 mm (0.021λ_{o}) whereas the superstrate is RT/duriod 5880 (δ_{r}=2.2, tanδ=0.0009) with a thickness of 0.79 mm (0.026λ_{o}). The height of the second layer, d_{2}, is optimised to 3.3 mm (0.11λ_{o}) in order to yield a low axial-ratio. The shapes of the stacked patches with all the dimensions are shown in Fig. 1, where λ = λ_{o}^{A} λ_{o}^{H} the microstrip patch wavelength in substrate and superstrate.

Fig. 1. X-band RHCP-EMCP element: geometry and dimensions of the stacked patches.
strate respectively, and $\lambda_o$ is free-space wavelength at the centre frequency. The parasitic patch in the proposed antenna element has zero perturbation (i.e. becomes a square patch) and is a modified version of that reported in [10].

We have used a material with a dielectric constant of 6.15 instead of 10.2 for the substrate as a compromise amongst CP performance, dielectric losses and the manufacturing tolerances over X-band. More importantly, the stability of the dielectric constant of RO3006 [8] over the frequency range is very critical to achieve a reliable design. Recently, a LP high-performance probe-fed stacked circular patch antenna at L-band was reported in [9]. The authors reported a surface-wave efficiency of greater than 80% and an impedance bandwidth of about 40% by using a material with a dielectric constant of around 5 for the grounded substrate whereas their second substrate has a dielectric constant close to the free-space. However, the copper and dielectric losses become critical at X-band than at lower frequencies. The antenna efficiency calculated for CP antennas presented here include all the loss mechanisms at X-band. All tuning and simulations were done using Ansoft Ensemble™. The measured and simulated results for the single element are plotted together in Figs. 3 and 4 for comparison. The measured minimum axial-ratio is 0.3 dB whereas the measured gain is slightly higher than the simulated one. The single element has a measured 10-dB ZBW of 20.2% and a 3-dB AxBW of 8.0% with a mean frequency of 9.62 GHz. There is a shift of about -3.3% in measured AxBW which could be due to the fabrication tolerances. However, this frequency shift would compensate for the shift in mean frequencies due to the effects of mutual coupling [7].

![Fig. 2. Silhouette of 90° sequentially rotated subarray composed of rotated elements with offset patches.](image)

To design a 2x2 array (Fig. 2), we apply a sequential rotation of 90° to 4 elements whose driven patches have 45° offset. Such offset/rotation makes arraying into sequential rotation more efficient when the element spacing is small. Our results in Figs. 3 and 4 show that when the top-patch (P2) has a rotation of 45° about z-axis, all the bandwidths and CP characteristics are almost unchanged. It has been reported that the smaller the element spacing the better the results in gain bandwidth and suppression of grating lobes [6]. Our results to be shown in next section indicate that a smaller spacing also obtains a higher efficiency because of the shorter microstrip lines used to connect the driven patches. However, the small element spacing increases the mutual coupling and also makes it difficult to physically accommodate the 180° phase-shifter within the available space. To locate the minimum element spacing in the array, we consider a simple two-element array that have the same geometry as shown in Fig. 1 but fed by a microstrip feedline of one-quarter guided wavelengths ($\lambda_g$). We calculated the mutual coupling in both the planes using Ensemble™, for a mutual coupling of < -25dB, we obtain an element centre-spacing of 0.65$\lambda_o$ and 0.6$\lambda_o$ in collinear-plane (E-plane for LP antennas) and parallel-plane (H-plane for LP antennas), respectively. These values have been found to be better than those reported in literature for the EMCP and stacked patch configurations [2], [11]. After applying rotation to 4 elements with a square lattice of 20 mm (0.667$\lambda_o$), the
mutual coupling between elements is expected to be lower than that of a normally oriented array since the combined E-field vectors for single elements become orthogonal to each other.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS COMPARED TO SIMULATIONS

All the measurements have been made inside an anechoic chamber; circular polarisation gain and axial ratio are measured by using a spinning horn and a gain comparison method. In spite of manufacturing tolerances, the measurements on the array, in general, are in good agreement with the simulated results as can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. The measured minimum axial-ratio is 0.3 dB whereas the peak gain is about 12.5 dBic around the 10 GHz. The most significant result is the measured bandwidths are well overlaid with each other, which in turn leads to a usable bandwidth of about 21% with a mean frequency of 10.075 GHz for this subarray. Table 1 given below summarises all the measured bandwidths for the 2x2 array.

It is well-known that patch antenna printed on a single-layer high dielectric constant material exhibits a low efficiency due to the excitation of surface-wave powers. The results from Hi-Lo or Med-Lo structures in [5] and [9], however, showed a higher surface-wave efficiency of greater than 85% can be achieved. For the current design, which is a sandwich (Hi-Lo-Lo) structure, we have used gain-directivity method to calculate the antenna efficiency using Ensemble™. The normalised radiation patterns for two principle and two diagonal cuts are first computed for the selected frequency points and the directivity is then calculated by numerically integrating the field pattern data and dividing into 4π. The antenna efficiency in decibel is obtained by subtracting the directivity from the computed gain which is shown in Fig. 6. The antenna efficiency versus frequency has been calculated for three cases and plotted in Fig. 7. As expected the single element with 1 λ, feedline has the highest efficiency in the band of 9.0 to 10.8 GHz while the efficiencies of 2x2 arrays with different feedline lengths (1 λ, and 5 λ, have shown significant differences. The antenna efficiency at 10 GHz for the array with 5 λ, feedline is -1.04dB (79%) compared to -0.52dB (89%) for the same array with 1 λ, feedline, which is twice the value in dB of losses for an extra line-length of 4 λ, at the centre frequency. In the radiation pattern calculation, the size of finite ground-plane and dielectric materials, measurement and material tolerances are not taken into account, and hence the antenna efficiencies presented here can be regarded as the upper-bound on the obtainable efficiency from the proposed antenna structure. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the array with 1 λ,
feedline has an efficiency of greater than -1.5dB (71%) over a bandwidth of 9.1 to 11.2 GHz. Fig. 8 shows the simulated and measured radiation pattern in $\phi = 0^\circ$ cut at 10 GHz. To verify the measured 3-dB axial-ratio bandwidth, the on-axis XPD of >15 dB can be found from Figs. 9 and 10 in which both the simulated and measured patterns at 9 and 11 GHz, respectively, are plotted.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a high-performance circularly polarised stacked patch antenna and a 2x2 subarray at X-band. We use high (6.15) and low (2.20) dielectric constant laminates for substrate and superstrate respectively in order to obtain a very low boresight axial-ratio (0.3 dB) for both a single element and a 2x2 array. The middle layer is formed by air dielectric that effectively makes a stacked patch antenna having a Hi-Lo-Lo structure for high performance. The array has a 10-dB impedance and 3-dB axial-ratio measured bandwidths of 25.6% and 23.5% respectively as compared to the 20.2% and 8.0% for the single element. In addition to a circular polarisation gain of 12.5 dBiC, a 10-dBiC gain bandwidth of 23.5% is obtained. The antenna efficiency is calculated to be greater than -1.5dB for a bandwidth of about 21% for both the single element and the subarray. The radiation patterns confirm the obtained axial-ratio bandwidth and the measured bandwidths are overlaid with each other.
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